
 

 

 
TweeBank 
 Make Your Money Work For You 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

TweeBank is the unprecedented dual system to maintain your fiat value as you stake, while enjoying the highest                  

growth potential of TWEE & TweeBuck (TweeB). It is the world’s most exclusive Dual System to date providing                  

the opportunity for you to invest whilst protecting your original stake.  

*** Objective: Maintain the value of your fiat while enjoying the highest growth potential of TWEE and TweeB.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

TWEEBANK DUAL  
BENEFIT STAKING INCENTIVE 
TweeBank Feature 1: STAKING  

How it works? An individual can stake either TWEE, TweeB or T-Bean for a period of time, to receive a return                     

of up to 100% interest in the format of their choice, it could be TWEE, TweeB or T-Bean.  

 

Higher returns are rewarded to active users of the Tweebaa App.  

 

The table below demonstrates interest percentages rewarded. 

 

 

Note:  

1. T-Bean is the exclusive token circulated in the Tweebaa platform. It is a (Fiat) token that can be                  

converted to cash at any time by cashing out in TweeBank. T-Bean is the currency of the Tweebaa platform,                   

used throughout the App to buy and sell products. Every transaction in Tweebaa is done using T-Beans. This                  

means that there is no inconvenience of calculating exchange rates for different countries. The stable value of the                  

T-Bean is US$0.10 without any fluctuations, while it has high growth potential with plans to list it in the exchange                    

as a stable crypto, like USDT, at some point in the future. The listing price will be not less than US$0.10. 

2. 60% of the staking return is based on the staking amount of TWEE, TweeB or T-Bean, 40% is based on                    

your TiV (Tweebaa Influence Value ) within the Tweebaa App platform. This is measured by your usage of the                   

Staking Time 30 days 90 days 180 days 365 days 

Annual Return Rate 

Tweebaa App Users  
10% 16% 33% 100% 

Annual Return Rate 

Non Tweebaa App Users 
6% 9.6% 19.8% 60% 



 

App and contributions to the Tweebaa ecosystem. Therefore, active users of the Tweebaa App receive higher                

rewards as demonstrated in the table above. 

3. To gain the highest level of interest rewards, it is necessary to download and use the Tweebaa App.                  

Tweebaa is a valuable multi-purpose App where users are rewarded and earn from every activity, ie. posting,                 

liking, commenting, voice-calling, buying, selling and more. Users are rewarded with TiV every time they log in to                  

the App and TiV automatically generates T-Beans. Investors are actively encouraged to use the App to increase                 

their earning potential and interest percentage.  

The table below demonstrates the options available for staking (returns illustrated are for active Tweebaa App                

users. Non active App users will receive 60% of these returns): 

 

 

The following examples are based on a 1-year staking option made by active Tweebaa App users, to receive a                   

100% annual return rate:  

 

STAKE: TweeBuck (TweeB) 

1. Stake TweeB to receive the return of TweeB. 

Example: A stake of 100 TweeB at the beginning of the year, will receive a return of an additional 100 TweeB at                      

the end of the year. Therefore your total asset at the end of the year will be 200 TweeB. 

2. Stake TweeB to receive the return of T-Bean as the same value of TweeB market price while staking 

This example demonstrates TweeBank’s Dual Benefit “Maintain fiat money value AND enjoy the potential              

growth rewards of TweeB” 

Deposit Interest received at the end of one year 

100 TWEE 100 TweeB 

100 TweeB A choice of 100 TweeB or 100 T-Beans 

100 T-Beans 100 TWEE 



 

Example: A stake of 100 TweeB at the beginning of the year when the market price is US$228 is a total                     

investment of US$22800. This stake will automatically receive 228000 T-Bean returns at the end of the year,                 

meaning the initial investment is protected. Therefore the total asset at the end of the year (including the principal                   

and the return) is 100 TweeB + 228000 T-Bean (1 T-Bean is US$0.10)  = 100 TweeB + US$22800. 

 

Comparison example:  

A scenario: You have US$22800 in your bank, after one year your total asset in the bank is US$22800 + bank                     

interest.  

B scenario: You take US$22800 from bank and buy 100 TweeB at US$228 in the exchange, then you stake                   

TweeB in TweeBank when TweeB market price is US$228, at the year-end your asset is 228000 T-Bean                 

(US$22800) +100 TweeB.  

C scenario: You take US$22800 from bank and buy 100 TweeB at US$228 in the exchange. You decide to hold                    

the TweeB and wait for its value to increase. The Tweebaa App is a valuable asset to strengthen Tweebaa                   

crypto’s high-growth potential and so you have high expectations. Let’s suppose that TweeB increases to               

US$1000 and there is still high expectations on further growth. If you take advantage of the Dual Benefit solution                   

and stake your TweeB in TweeBank and choose T-Bean rewards, after one year your return will be US$1000 per                   

TweeB (100 TweeB X 10 T-Bean per US$ = 1 million T-Bean - US$100,000), your total asset including the                   

principal is 1 million T-Bean (US$100,000) + 100 TweeB. 

 

To summarize the above options: 

● B Scenario is the perfect example of TweeBank exclusive Dual Benefits for everybody--Maintain your              

fiat money value of US$22800 WHILST enjoying the potential growth of your 100 TweeB. 

● C Scenario could enable you to receive higher financial rewards. By playing the market initially and then                 

staking in the Dual Benefits scheme. Increasing your fiat money value from US$22800 to US$100,000 WHILST                

enjoying the highest growth potential of 100 TweeB as extra earnings 

● A Scenario is how things are normally done when investing in crypto currency. Individuals invest at                

their own risk and can experience a rise and fall in their investments. The TweeBank exclusive Dual Benefit                  

system removes the risk factor by securing the initial stake. 



 

 

 

The conclusion:  

By investing in TweeB and then staking TweeB in TweeBank you can have peace of mind as your principal                   

values have been 100% secured. Then enjoy watching the anticipated growth potential materialize and your               

investment grow. 

 

STAKE: T-Bean 

1. Stake T-Bean to receive the return of T Bean 

Example: If you Stake 10000 T-Bean at the beginning of the year, will receive the return of an additional 10000                    

T-Bean at the end of the year, giving you a total asset of 20000 T-Bean. 

 

2. Stake T-Bean to receive the return of TWEE (TWEE amount is calculated at the same value of T-Bean,                  

using the market price of TWEE when staking T-Bean) 

Example: Stake 10000 T-Bean at the beginning of the year, will receive the return of your original T-Bean stake                   

plus TWEE at the end of the year. Using the market price of TWEE when staking 10000 T-Bean to calculate, ie. If                      

it is US$45.50, the principal is 1000 T Bean * US$0.1/T-Bean = US$1000, the return of TWEE is US$ 1000 /                     

US$45.5 = 22 TWEE. At the end of the year, the total asset including the principal and return is 10000 T-Bean +                      

22 TWEE. 

 

Comparison example:  

A scenario: You have US$1000 in your bank, after one year your total asset in the bank is US$1000 + bank                     

interest.  

B scenario: You take US$1000 from your bank and buy 10000 T-Bean in the exchange, then you stake 10000                   

T-Bean in TweeBank. At the year end your asset is 10000 T-Bean (US$1000) +22 TWEE. 



 

To summarize the above options: 

● B scenario is the perfect example of TweeBank exclusive Dual Benefits for everybody. Maintain your               

fiat money value of US$1000 WHILST enjoying the potential growth of your 22 TWEE. 

● A scenario does not enable you to get the best benefit from your money due to low bank interest rates. 

 

The conclusion:  

Tweebank provides the opportunity to use your money to invest whilst having peace of mind as your principal                  

values have been 100% secured. Then enjoy watching the anticipated growth potential materialize and your               

investment grow. 

 

STAKE: TWEE 

1. Stake TWEE to receive the return of TweeB  

Example: If you stake 100 TWEE at the beginning of the year, you will receive 100 TweeB at the end of the                      

year, making your total asset = 100 TWEE + 100 TweeB. If the TWEE market price is US$45.50 and the TweeB                     

market price is USD228, (5 times of TWEE market price) the return of 100 TWEE staking is 500 TWEE, and                    

therefore the total asset at the end of the year is the principal plus 600 TWEE.  

It’s 2021 and the crypto currency market is ever-changing. An increasing number of people are recognizing that it                  

is the future. Elon Musk’s recent investment of 1.5 billion dollars and announcement that Tesla will now accept                  

Bitcoin as payment, has reinforced the belief that crypto currency is the way forward. In addition, the fact that                   

Paypal has integrated Bitcoin into their payment system and traditional banks are also moving towards accepting                

Bitcoins only strengthens that belief. Tweebaa cryptos, TWEE and TweeB, are not just for trading purposes, they                 

also have a strong utility usage that underpins them, they have substance. The future is bright for the Tweebaa                   

Ecosystem!  

This incentive plan is a limited offer, both in time and quantity, and is only available until March 30th 2021. The                     

limited quota on the stake quantity is as follows, 

Limited quota for TWEE staking: 

30 days—25000 TWEE  



 

90 days---25000 TWEE 

180 days---50000 TWEE 

365 days---50000 TWEE 

Limited quota for TweeB staking: 

30 days—1000 TweeB 

90 days---1000 TweeB 

180 days---2500 TweeB 

365 days--2500 TweeB 

 

 

Read more  
“Ambassador program”  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://tweebaa.com/static/ambassador.pdf

